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B. R. LEACH

individually
and
collectively,
are interested in two things.
They are in terested in
the technical side of
their
profession,
by
that
I refer to the
growth
of turf, disease control, etc., and
naturally
they are interested in maintaining
and
improving
their
status in the turf maintenance work.

During the past ten
years, things have happened, and in each case,
they have had an effect one way or the other
on the green keeper, individually and collectively, and we can give the situation of the greenkeeper's status by discussing these even ts.
\V hose speech at Buffalo attracted wide atten ..
tion

In 1920, or thereabouts, the Green Section
\vas formed.
Tl;1ere is no doubt that the
Green Section has had a pronounced
effect
on the status of the green keeper.
There is
no doubt that the Green Section has greatly
aided the green keeper in maintaining his turf.
From a technical angle, and from constant
effort and direct con tact, the Green Section
has had a pronounced
influence.
Whether
this supply of technical information
IS as
great as it might have been is an open question.
There is another angle, to the Green Section influence upon the green keeper, which I
believe is especially realized by every man
here. When the Green Section was formed
-to
put it bluntly and boldly-the
greenkeeper was ignored.
I sometimes wonder if
the powers tha t be knew as much then as they
know now whether or not that gross mistake
\"ould have occurred.
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at any rate in the formation of the
Green Section, the greenkeeper was Ignored.
That action had two results.
In
the first place it hurt the greenkeeper-hurt
his individual dignity and it hurt his professional standing.
I scarcely question whether
there is anyone who will contradict me on
that point.
Another result of this ignoring
of the green people in the formation of the
Green Section, and the lasting result, has
been the formation of a formidable army of
ama teur green keepers.
In ignoring the greenkeeper, the Green Section catered to the Green chairman.
It is
hardl y necessary to bring back to your minds
some of the slogans in days gone by in the
Green Section. You probably remember that
famous slogan-'
'Come and bring your greenkeeper if you wish."
Now, in ignoring the green keeper and catering to the chairman, the situation rose and
continued where the green keeper was simply
submerged, unless by chance he was associated with a club in which the chairman was
con ten t to let well enough alone, and let
the green keeper attend to his business.
The
greenkeeper through
force of necessity became a "yes" man, and when an individual
in any business becomes a "yes" man, that
business does not prosper the way it should.
Inasmuch as I have known a great many
greenkeepers, I think you will bear with me
while I make just one criticism of greenkeepers, and this is my criticism.
You men
know your business.
You might say that
nobody realizes that any better than we technical men.
You know your business, but
you keep too damned quiet about it. There's
the whole trouble.
No\v, when I say that
college men are getting into this field, and
when I say that I think in the long run it
may prove a good thing, I have one thing
in mind, and that is that you can't keep a
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college man quiet!
They are not built that
way.
So that if this situation ultimately becomes a mixture of older, wiser heads, with
an influx of young so-called educated, energetic young college men, it is very probable
that these young men will exert an influence
on your proposition
the like of which has
never occurred until this time.
It may be you need these college men.
'They may start something that you could
do if you would, or have missed, or whatever you want to call it. In other \vords,
we might apply a little particle of philosophy to this thing.
It has been my experience
"Everything
happens for the best, and every
knock is a boost."
I have heard many reasons advanced in
support of this army, as I characterize it, of
amateur greenkeepers-I
have heard many
arguments advanced, but I have never heard
one advanced yet which would hold water.
This afternoon you have heard Professor
Dickinson. * I hope you \vill remember what
he said about the qualifications of the green-

keeper.
After hearing him, I realize that
the qualities are even greater than I had previously supposed.
Now, if a green keeper
must have all those qualifications,
and it
takes all those years of training and work
and study to become a green keeper, how in the
name of Heaven can the chairman, or a chairman of any sort, without all this achievemen t-serve
in the place of the green keeper ?
This situation doesn't lead to any improvemen t in this business.

Business Interests Neglected

W HEN

the Green Section was formed,
another phase of turf maintenance work
was neglected.
I refer to the business interests ca tering to golf courses.
The Green
Section has never had adequate funds.
They
are very frank to tell us that.
In other
words, the golf courses which have utilized
the Green Section have never supported
it
adequately.
Furthermore,
they have never
given anyone else the credit of supporting
it
adequately.
*Dr. Dickinson's
address
National
Greenkeeper.
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The 1929 demand for J acobsen Power Mowers is forcing us to double our production
capacity and the
Power Putting Green Mower is leading the line. Cuts
closer than any hand mow-
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Greenkeeper

er ...
cheaper

so much faster
that greens

and

are al-

ways ready on time ...
keeps players happy, greenkeepers
satisfied and the
treasurer smiling.

The Product of
Six Years Development

FREE

Guide

to Green Maintenance
Write for new catalog of putting
green upkeep
equipment.
Find
out how other clubs from coast
to coast are cutting the cost of
green maintenance.
DEMONSTRATIONS
on your own greens without
ligation.
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The outstanding
ma.st~rpiece of an organization
of
power mower speclahsts.
All major casting of
aeroplane al.uminum ...
will not pack the green.
B.road a~ummum rollers. working on an auto-type
differential
supply tractIOn ...
no scuffing the
turf .. Sepa~ate clutc~ control of cutting reel and
traction umt.
Two Sizes, 19-inch and 24-inch reel.
A Green Brush Attachment
to prevent matting
a
Po,!«:r Transport
Cart and a Bunker mower ~re
additIOnal Jacobsen equipment
you will like.

The Jacobsen Mfg. Co.
Golf Dept. 11

Racine, Wisconsin
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It may be said that when you admit a
business or industry into this organization
that business enters in, and that such a thing
is necessary in modern times. Industries, research insti tu tions all over the country are
beginning to demand more and more funds
for the business of research.

The
as a

Super
cutter

In the New Jersey Experiment Station, Dr.
Lipman never neglects an opportunity
to get
money for business of scientific research.
If
you wanted to know whether money gotten
in that way had any influence in the research
work, the doctor would simply smile.

Roller Mower-famous
of championship greens

Again!
The Mo\Ver for
Championship Courses!
Again in 1929, most of the major
championship courses are found to be
users of PENNSYLVANIA
Quality
Mowers.
For instance, the greens at "Winged
Foot" were prepared for the Nation. al Open last month by the PENNSYLVANIA
Super Roller Mowerthe precision
greens cutter shown
above. Likewise, at Muirfield, Scotland, where Walter Hagen set a new
record in this year's British Open, the
greens were Pennsylvania-cut.

Write for your copy of attractive
new GOLF CATALOG, which illustrates and fully describes the Super
Roller and New Aristocrat
greens
mowers, the "New" Fairway Quint
or Trio and the other PENNSYLV ANIA Mowers for Golf Courses.

Turf Research Costs Money

IT

Pennsylvania Lawn
Mower Works
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Philadelphia,

Business is interested, selfishly interested,
and business rarely overlooks an opportunity
to make money.
I venture to say that had
the business interests been considered during
these years of Green Section activities, that
our progress along the technique of handling
turf would be much further advanced .
If I \vanted to be a court-house lawyer, I
could advance another argument showing the
unreasonableness and unfairness of this monopoly of the Green Section activities by the
golf clubs. I might say at this point that the
ethics. of my considering this at a meeting of
green keepers may be questioned,
but I am
sure that my code of ethics in this respect
is entirely above board and not open to question.

At famous old St. Andrews itself,
the PENNSYLVANIA
is standard
greens equipment and, in this country, Baltusrol,
Salisbury
and East
Lake are among the many championship
courses
using
PENNSYLVANIA Quality Mowers.

1645North 23rd St.

As an instance considering the reason lye
is used on turf, I will venture to say that if
you went to a lye manufacturer,
and said:"Gentlem'en, you are not selling any lye to
golf courses. Does it occur to you that this
~ubject should be looked into?" they would
answer "We should do it for $5,000."

Pa.

IS amazing how little the average man
in the turf maintenance field, whether he
is a business man or greenkeeper or club official-how
little he knows regarding the financial status of turf research. As you knowyou probably know the Green Section-the
golf clubs of this country are financing the
Green Section to the extent of $28,000. Now,
for every dollar of that money that the golf
clubs put up-five
or possibly ten dollars
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only takes half the time to treat
your greens with dry

Calo-Clor
or

Calogreen
The mercury salts recommended as
a result of experiments
by the
United States Dept. of Agriculture
for Brown-Patch.

Are Cheaper to Use
1. Only

3 ounces per 1000 square
feet of turf.

2.

With practically
the same cost
per pound it requires only onefifth the quantity to treat.a given
area.

3.

Greens
against

are longer protected
renewed attacks.

Write for Free Booklet
Describing
the government
It also contains complete

experiments.
directions
for

USIng.

Mallinckrodt
St. Louis
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were put up for turf research by other institutions, and I refer mainly to the federal and
state governments.
The Green Section couldn't last two weeks on $28,000.
As an instance of where the money comes
from for this research, I can give no better
instance than my own work on grubs.
The
discovery and the working out of the lead
arsena te method cost every penny of $100,000. You must appreciate the fact that the
first five years of that time, my salary list
covering myself, three technical assistants, and
two workmen was well over $10,000 a year,
to say nothing of the thousand and one things
tha t enter in to the research all the time.
Now, of that $100,000,
the contribution
of the Green Section of the golf clubs of this
country was $2,500.
A little bit of golf
club money going in, but it would not last
five minutes without
the tremendous
sums
of money from the government.
As the
Green Section is now organized, a little group
of bankers acting for the clubs control the
Green Section.
They control its activities.
They control its program. You know bankers
are clever men.
We have an apt instance
right here, $28,000 controlling five times that
amount of money.
So when any question is made regarding
my code of ethics in bringing up this question, I simply say the golf clubs of this country are putting in $28,000, but you and I,
as citizens, are putting
in all the balance.
Therefore,
it would seem logical and only
fair tha t some of the pre-conceived and set
ideas of the Green Section might be very
wisely modified.
The greenkeeper has a great deal at stake
on this. poin t. To the greenkeeper, turf is
a living-his
means of income. To the greenkeeper, it is a hobby and a side line-not
a
vocation.
Whether turf lives or dies, whether
turf continues or stops, they will go right
on making money in the banking and insurance business just the same. The influence
of these things on the greenkeeper are paramount.
Until
the greenkeeper-until
the bus.iness interests catering to golf are given adequate representation
on the Board of DirecSAY YOU SAW THE AD IN THE NATIONAL
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tors of the Green Section, we will never progress at the pace we should.
Now a talk of this sort five years agoor four years ago (How long is it, Mr.
McGregor? A. Three and one half years.)
four years ago would have been just as
valuable as practically
nothing.
But the
greenkeepers are now organized.
You have
some means of giving them information.
I'
don't suggest anything
drastic.
I believe
these golf clubs and Green Section officials
are essentially fair-minded.
I think that's a
fair statement to make. But the great difficulty is that their" education has been neglected along certain lines, and I would most
certainly suggest that this organization
begin
the rather difficult task of awakening them to
a sense of their responsibilities and a sense of
what is most efficient, just, and right.
Now, before I left home, my wife, who is.
of the cautious type, said to me:
"When
you get up there, for God's sake, keep quiet
about service bureaus.
The subject is loaded
with dynamite."
But fortunately the madam
isn't here!
So I shall exercise my freedom as a freeborn w hi te man to do as I please.
I t is very easy to see the fundamen tal
theory of a service bureau from the viewpoint of golf club officials.
To their mind,
the Service Bureau simplifies their job of
purchasing, and it cheapens the cost of their
supplies, so that there was every reason that
Service Bureaus should be permitted.
From
an impersonal
angle, I have learned some
very significan t and enlightening things abou t
these Service Bureaus.
Let me give you an illustration.
All of us are finding our lives lengthened,
our pleasures increased, by these individuals,
whom we sometimes think of as impractical.
As far as doing our work is concerned, they
are no more impractical than we would be
in doing theirs.
They are filling a very
\vorthy place in society, which we cannot
commence to estima te in money or comfort.
It is only when we work with them, and
tell them what we have found out in our
practical work, and then accept and apply
what they have found in their work, do

can be kept
GROUNDS
except during actual

in condition for play,
hours of storm, by
proper drainage. Drains can be provided that will
remove rainfall immediately and without fail.
Club officials and engineers have found in
Armco Perforated Iron Pipe a way of increasing the playing hours. Efficient, non-crushable,
durable, this sturdy pipe will withstand, without
damage, the impact of tractors, rollers and other
heavy ground equipment, as well as the tremendous pressures of freezing or swelling soils.
Once installed, Armco Perforated Pipe gives
complete assurance of continued and dependable
drainage. Throwaway the "Wet Grounds" sign.
When the rain stops, the grounds will be ready
for play.
23 years of drainage experience is at your
service. Write today for complete information;
no obligation.
Armco Culverts and drains are manufactured
from
the
Armco
Ingot
Iron of The American
Rolling
Mill
Company and always bear its brand.

Armco Culvert Manufacturers
Middletown,
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FAIRWAY Water either of us make the progress that we should.
How Service Bureaus Operate
Hose A COUPLE of weeks ago, I went to see
a friend of mine who is in the golf supply
business.
He was called out on business,
and I was sitting there, smoking one of his
cigars, and looking over a copy of the Police
Gazette.
Everything
was quiet and peaceful. Suddenly the telephone rang. The clerk
went to the phone, answering:
"Yes, this
is so-and-so Service. Yes, we have some very
good and durabe rakes for $1.35."
He spoke
this into the phone.
Points oj. Excellence
I-A tough, but silky
brown cover.
2-A heavy - quality
tube.
3- Two plies of doub~estrand braided
threads.

Ask Jor a sample
and seeJor yourselJ
how good Fairway is

Fyou first inquire into the actual
service records of all brands of
I
mechanical rubber goods you will
eventually buy Republic. But it is
onlyfair to mention that Republic's
success in placing high grade merchandise on the market at competitive prices has been partly due
to efficient distributor handling.
And since an Industrial Supply
Distributor can serve a consumer
even more effectively in keeping
down costs, it is suggested you use
every facility he offers. Ask your
distributor about Republic rubber.
TIlE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.
Youngsto,vn, Ohio

REPUBUC means

e

the Best Mechanical
Rubber Goods
BELTING
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There was a little interruption
while the
other party talked. "Oh! we can su ppl y rakes
at 85c also. Two dozen?"
He took the
order down and cursed a little under his
breath.
The incident aroused me from my
perusal of the magazine, and r said: "Jack,
it's none of my business, but would you
mind telling me who that was?"
"That
was Lillian Russell of the Hoboken Service
Bureau."
"What was the difficulty?"
"She
said she could get plenty of rakes for 8 Sc."
That was interesting to me.

r said: "Do you mind letting me look at
those rakes? I use a great many in the course
of a year. If you have some real rakes for,
8Sc, I am in the market."
He took me in
the back room, and pulled out one of these
rakes.
For 8Sc it was a good rake.
But
it wasn't the kind of rake that we would
ordinarily buy.
In the first place, it had a
poor handle.
You know when you use a
rake of that nature all day, it knocks into
your hands. The teeth had never been milled.
They were rough as cast. It would be much
more difficult to pull grass from them than
from a rake with a smooth and milled tooth.
This rake had the customary
curve in the
line of the teeth of a cheap rake. This interested me very much.
"Jack,"I
said, "do you sell very many of
these 8Sc rakes. " "Yes, we do. we sell a
good many other service bureaus." The greenkeeper wouldn't
buy a rake like that.
He
knows they are not a good buy at 8Sc which
I consistently say, and which is true with
us In my nursery.
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If that incident is typical of the service
bureau situation,
there are one or two significan t things disclosed.
In the first place,
the club isn't getting wha~ the green keeper
should have, so that the greenkeeper is greatly affected by the service bureaU" movement.
In the second place, the unsurmountable
argument for the service bureau is savingcheaper buying.
Answering
that, I submit
to you that that incident, if it is indicative
of conditions, is not cheaper buying.
It i~
more expensive buying, as any man in business or running a golf course knows.
I doubt if many clubs realize this condition.
I think some do. I have heard, if what I
have heard is true, that there is some pulling
a\vay from service bureaus.
Now, it would
2ppear that if the service bureau is to prosper-if
the service bureau is to continue as
a factor in the turf maintenance
game, it
might possibly be better to give competitive
business a better break, and to confine the
buying on a basis of quality as well as price.
Now, I hope to live to see the day when
the green keeper runs the course.
I hope to
live to see the day when his chairman is simply a sort of curb on expenditures, a sort of
balance wheel which will help to keep the
green keeper on an even footing.
I hope to
see the day when the professional and amateur green keeper are touring around the course
as a combination.
There is a club in Philadelphia,
the
Aronomik Country Club.
They have made
a decidedly new development
in maintaining their club. I understand that they have
simply eliminated the "Green Committee."
Simply voted it out of existence. The greenkeeper has to handle the situation, be responsible for the running of the course, responsible
for the buying, and once a month he has to
report to the Presiden t or the Board of Directors. I offer that we propose to watch that
experimen t wi th a grea t deal of in terest and
watch its progress and from time to time get
some idea of how it is going.
When the
time comes that the greenkeeper is such that
the maintenance
is left to him, then the
green keeper will come into his own.
SAY YOU SAW THE AD IN THE NATIONAL
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Hastens Turf Forination
on New Fairways
Proper fertilization prior to seeding
fairways, usually neglected, is essential for quick formation of dense,
uniform turf.
The first six weeks after seeding are
critical. Unless amply fed with nitrogen and phosphorus, thin, disappointing turf results.
Poor, thin turf once obtained is difficult and expensive to improve subsequently.
Milorganite equals results obtained
with manure at lower cost and without danger of introducing undesirable weeds.
Milorganite is easily applied, economical, and will not injure the
young seedlings.
We make detailed soil examinations
and specific fertilizer recommendations.

The Sewerage Commission
508 Market Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

MILORGANITE PRIOR TO SEEDING WILL
INSURE EARLY PLAY NEXT YEAR
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Most Efficient

Sprinkler for
•
Its
cost

THE ECONOM '{
SIMPLEX

Under
all conditions
with
moderate
water pressure,
the Economy Simplex
is outstanding
as an efficient sprinkler. It is simple in design and construction, yet extremely durable. It is adaptable to any type of watering
giving
good coverage and even distribution
of
water. Unexcelled for its purpose.
The Economy President, used with water
pressure about 40 pounds, is without a
peer in the sprinkler field. It gives even
distribution and greatest coverage. Slow
speed. Gearless. Has long life. Ideal
head for hose less systems. Equipped with
either sled or roller base.

THE ECONOMY
PRESIDENT

The Economy
Traveler,
Spectacular,
Super Simplex are also well known as correct
watering
equipment
on thousands
of golf courses.
See our
nearest
dealer or write us.

ECONOMY IRRIGA nON co., Inc.
21 Spokane St., Seattle, Wash.
Distributors
in leading American and
Canadian cities

ECONOMY
SPRINKLERS
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About the College Man
JUST
one other little point I want to bring
up and I am through.
There has been a
grea t deal of talk la tel y among green keepers
about the college man .
Now, any man who has served a four year
term in one of our so-called higher institutions of learning is fully aware of the fact that
a certain percentage of our college professors
are partially or entirely full of bull.
On
the other hand, a certain percentage of these
men are unusually capable,
One of myoid
professors in Cornell is a man of this type.
I am much reminded of him in hearing Professor Dickinson.
This professor had a streak
of humor in his cosmos, and one morning
when he had had a fight with his wife at
the breakfast table, he came to class and delivered barrels of wisdom to we young hyenas.
I will never forget a little oration he gave us
one morning.
He began this way.
"Now, gentlemen, before we continue our
discussion on the economics of the cotton
crop, I propose to give you a short discourse on the whys and wherefores of this
and that.
"Your mamas and papas send you here
four years, pay all the bills, and you live the
'life of Riley. ' You are sent here to learn to
be farmers, agriculturists, or what not. Fortunately for posterity and the states of the
union, most of you will develop into bond
or automobile salesmen, because of the small
percentage of you who eventually gravitate
back to the farms are going to be a disa ppoin tment to your parents and society at large.
"Agricultural
is three per cent science and
ninety -seven per cent business. We can teach
you in a measure the three per cent science,
but," he said, "we can't teach you the ninetyseven per cent business.
In other words, you
can't make a silk purse au t of a fertilizer
bag."
As I say, it is almost twenty years since
that occurred, but I have never forgotten it.
It was with that idea in mind that I made
those remarks yesterday about the percentage
of "jack-asses" among college men. We college men don't kid ourselves.
Certain factions do kid themselves.
We have had corSAY YOU SAW THE AD IN THE NATIONAL
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respondence recently which shows that so
clearly that there is no doubt of it.
You
know city men dominate golf clubs, and the
city man naturally
knows city conditions,
but he doesn't know other conditions-he
doesn't have the faintest conception of what
goes into any question
in which soil is
involved.
Professor
Dickinson
is maintaining
his
ten week course for greenkeepers.
I t is tragic
that he can't at the same time run ten one
week courses to teach: Green chairmen the
etror of their ways.
Now, the entrance of the college man into
green -keeping is something I don't feel personally should be blocked.
I have known a
great many green keepers in my time, and as. a
class they are a very interesting type of men
to know.
They are strictly individual,
independent,
resourceful,
and in' every way'
worth cultivating.
They are a type of men
typicall y American.
More About the Seed Markets-Chewings
Fescue Crop Poor
By E. E. PATTISON
T IS expected that the market on Rough
Stalk Meadowgrass and Wood Meadowgrass
will be much higher. No new crop seed will
reach here in time for Fall planting and stocks
on hand of both articles are exceptionall y
small.
At this time of the year there is a natural interest in the 1929 crop of Chewings fescue
and the early shipments from New Zealand or
in other words those made during May and
June will arrive in time for Fall planting.
The quality of the 1929 crop of fescue will
not be as good as that of the 1928 crop. This
is due to unfavorable climatic conditions existing at the time of harvest.
In the wholesale market there has been quite a fluctuation
In pnce.
The market opened low, went to a high
level as the result of an unusual brisk American demand and during the last three weeks
has receded somewhat.
Based on the average
price at which American
importers
have
bought Chewings it is safe to say that the price
this coming Fall will be approximately
the
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This composition has distinct advantages. It
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